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Science Genius

National Science DaY

RDPS

classroom

20.02.19/ 40 minutes

rn(A-E)
Intra class Activities File

OBJECTIVES:

. To make the learners aware of National Science Day

. To develop cognitive and aesthetic skills in the learners'

. To enhance their interest in science and its inventions'

DESCRIPTIONI

"Inventions become perfect by slow improvement; each step is itself an

inv€ntion."

learners \.d\^
PrcPared bY: Ms. N/klt'l SachdeyaW
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HeuristictechniquewasusedWhichisoftenknownasselfdiscoveryapproach,Underwhich

leaTners were shown video based on diffe'ent models and inventions made by our great

scientists. They participated in the discussion held on the theme'National Science Dav' and they

were cuTious to know about how they thought of doing such great inventions Keeping the

above stated points in mind 'science Genius' activity was conducted for the learners This

activity provided an opportunity to them to get to know more about the great inventions made

by our genlus scientists like Albert Einstein' C V Raman' Charles Darwin' Steven Hawkins and

many more They all took part in the activity with full zeal and ardor' They thought about

different new inventions that can help to save the nature and environment of our mother earth

All the little inventoTs drew what they want to invent and wrote the description of their models'

The activity helped learners to be aware about different scientific facts They made diffe'ent

models like nano polymer, clean water producer' leaf 
'ollector' 

fruit and vegetable dispenser'

etc. Best flve inventions were selected from each class' out of which best five were awarded

overalItheactivityhelpedinenhancingthecognitive,aestheticandmoraldomainsofthe

Soft copy to: Facebook/ Magazine" l"
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